Petrică Bistran
My practice, grounded by instinct and spontaneity, offers aesthetic possibilities that often, over time, end
up forming intuitive landscapes, which reflect my own creative process as well as the unfolding activities
of nature around us.
www.instagram.com/p.bistran
Helga Borbás
My pictures are inner roads. Inner stage pictures – Imprints of pure emotional states. The bodies are
twisting like a vortex, they are moving, and wrestling, blooming, decomposing, deteriorating, straining and
softening. This is a series about the vulnerability of the human existence, about life and death, outburst
and release.
www.works.io/helga-borbas
Maria De Vido
Maria De Vido is a self-taught Italian/Eritrean artist based in London, who has lived in Italy, Germany,
Ireland, UK, and Spain in the last 20years. "My artwork is intended to represent that combination between
the African and Italian culture in an eclectic way. It’s from that mixture that my art takes place and evolves
in a very personal and unique form. Painting always takes me where I never expected to go."
www.instagram.com/mariadevido
Katya Derksen
Katya graduated with a BA in Drawing from Camberwell College of Arts in 2014. Katya works across
creative disciplines including screen-printing and constructs minimalistic installations, which engages with
space, architecture and the urban environment.
www.katyaderksen.com
Zurab Gogidze
Unfold means release, release means share, and the exhibition is just the right place to unfold it…
https://zurab.crevado.com

Rebecca Hann
My practice focuses on creative tendencies to manage my anxiety, through the medium of analogue
photography I translate this narrative to my audience. Captured on walks I create images that cannot be
edited or retaken.
www.lifeincreativity.com
Fabienne Jenny Jacquet
Fabienne Jenny Jacquet paints rock stars, delinquent animals, French cafes, desert beaches, and eccentric
toffs, ladies of the night and doomed actresses; and sometimes herself. Her latest series of works,
‘Decadence’, depicts outsiders and rebels.
www.fabiennejennyjacquet.com

Andy Jouan
Andy Jouan has been a working artist since 2015, using Acrylic and Charcoal, his journey looks at the
expression of emotion and feeling and how that can be expressed. He currently works from ArtHub Studios
in Woolwich.
www.instagram.com/andyjouan
Juliana Lauletta
My mission is to inspire people to explore and rekindle their creativity. I am a multimedia artist and I
create vibrant, joyful and inventive images always trying to blur the line between reality and
imagination.
www.instagram.com/julauletta
Jenny Nash
For the last 5 years, my artwork has been based around the theory of “pathography”. The word
pathography was used by the psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud on the last page of his psychobiography of
Leonardo DaVinci. He theorised that an analyst could examine the work of an artist and tell something of
their unconscious, internal world.
www.instagram.com/SullenRiotPhotography
Rowland Phillips
I have been a qualified architect for 36 years. I draw and design every day, so my hobby of watercolour
painting comes naturally. It’s a passion for detail, scale and perspective that inspires my artwork.
www.instagram.com/Rowland.Phillips
Nigel Rudkin
Rudkin makes no apology for the fatness of his subjects, whose attitude is simply a declaration of freedom.
Their bodies are transformed from those that are hidden away to those that proclaim their fatness without
apology.
www.instagram.com/nigelrudkinart
Francesca Serra
My abstract contemporary style was developed using the techniques learnt by watching my father,
renowned professional artist Paolo Serra, as a young girl. My paintings reflect the colours of the coast and
sky combined with Isabella’s bright happy outlook. I work predominantly on parchment with acrylics and
chalk featuring colors of turquoises, lapis blue, yellows and neons layered with gold leaf.
www.instagram.com/studioserra_art
Pierre Verluca
In 2010 I left Paris to settle in London. Part of my artistic project is to convey and record the affective and
perceptive shifts that this geographical displacement generates. I am interested in the heightened
perception of depaysment and the outlook it offers into everyday life and everyday spaces.
www.instagram.com/pierre.verluca
Stephanie Wardle
Stephanie Wardle is a contemporary painter, working expressively with colour, layering and scaping back
paint until the canvas feels complete. A graduate of Fine Art, Stephanie currently also works as an art
teacher.
www.instagram.com/stephanie.paints
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